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A b s tra c t .  Natura] languages are always difficult to  parse. Two phe
nomena th a t constantly pose problems for different formalisms are 
word order—what part of a  sentence has to  be placed where—and 
discontinuities—words th a t belong together but are not placed into the 
same phrase. Dependency grammar, a  linguistic formalism based on bi
nary relations between words, is very adequate for handling both prob
lems. A parser for dependency grammar together with its grammar writ
ing formalism is described in this paper. Word order and discontinuities 
in Hungarian are handled based on this formalism.

1 Introduction

At the Computer Science Department of the Friedrich-Alexander University 
Erlangen-Nuremberg a  lot of different parsers have been developed over the 
years. One of the newest developments, a  parser for dependency grammar [4], is 
currently tested for several different languages. Grammar fragments for English, 
German and Latin have been written [4]. These languages differ in their word 
order. English has a  fixed word order, e.g. the subject has to  come first in a 
declarative sentence. In German, the word order is semi-free. For noun phrases, 
it is fixed; on the sentence level, the verb has to be in the second position in a 
declarative sentence. Other elements can take the other positions, no restrictions 
are given here. In Latin there are even less word order restrictions. Words can 
be placed nearly everywhere.

But not only word order is of special interest. Another problem are words 
tha t belong together but are not placed next to  each other in the sentence. This 
phenomenon can be found in all languages analyzed. An English example is 
fronting as in Ann John told me he had seen. In German and Hungarian verb 
prefixes can be separated from the verb and move to another position.

Now non-indo-European languages are researched. Currently grammars for 
Japanese [17] and Hungarian are developed. For Japanese, a  lot of different
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keresi

János Marit

F ig . 1. A dependency tree for János keresi Marit

dependency grammar implementations exist. This is not the case for Hungar
ian. Only one international publication could be found containing a dependency 
grammar for Hungarian [18]. The grammar described in [18] differs a  lot from 
our approach. In [18] first all prefixes and suffixes are separated from word stems. 
The resulting string is the input for the dependency parser. In our approach this 
separation does not take place, a  sentence is analyzed in its original writing.

In the sequel, our dependency parser and the Hungarian grammar developed 
up to  now are described. In section 2 the basics of dependency grammar are 
introduced. After this linguistic introduction, our dependency parser is specified 
in section 3. Special features of our Hungarian grammar are given in section 4. 
We end with a  conclusion.

2 A  Short Overview on D ependency Grammar

When taking a  look in the standard literature [9] on computational linguistics, 
long introductions in phrase structure grammars invented by Chomsky can be 
found. They have been in the focus for nearly forty years now. Phrase structure 
grammars turned out to be a  helpful method when modeling English; quite 
a lot of parsers can be found together with extensive grammars. But it also 
turned out that they are not useful when it comes to languages with free or 
semi-free word order. Discontinuous constituents and long distance dependencies 
pose difficulties, too. Several work arounds and extensions have been invented 
to overcome these problems. Some of these extensions and new developments, 
e.g. Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar [13], are similar to  dependency 
grammar. Dependency grammar, invented by Lucien Tesnière [14] [15], is popular 
in Europe and Japan. In this theory binary relations between the words of a 
sentence are used as the basic construct. The most important part of a  sentence 
is the verb, it opens several slots for other parts of the sentence. Taking the verb 
keresi, it opens two slots, one for a  noun in the nominative case, which is the 
subject, and one for a  noun in the accusative case, the object. In the sentence 
János keresi Marit these slots are occupied by János, the subject, and Marit, the 
object. Normally the relations are visualized with the help of trees. A tree for 
the running example is given in Figure 1. Please note, that every combination of 
the three words results in the same dependency tree: János Marit keresi, Marit 
keresi János,__

The subject and object can also open new slots. A simple noun opens a  slot 
for e.g. one determiner and any number including zero of adjectives. This means 
that several different kinds of slots are necessary. First slots are used that must
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F ig . 2. A dependency tree for Meg kell, hogy beszéljük a problémákat

be filled, with one element. If the element is missing, the corresponding sentence 
is grammatically not correct. In Figure 1 exactly one object is needed. In English 
each verb needs exactly one subject. Then there are slots tha t are optional, they 
can be filled but do not have to be filled. Time and place are optional for most 
verbs. They can be added, but they can also be left out. Another example for 
this is the subject in Hungarian. Finally there are slots that can be filled several 
times, e.g. a  noun can take several adjectives. A word opening a  slot is also called 
the head, the word filling the slot will be called the dependent in the rest of the 
paper.

A more complicated sentence as Meg kell, hogy beszéljük a problémákat leads 
to the tree in Figure 2. This sentence contains a  discontinuous constituent, an
other popular problem when analyzing natural languages. The word meg is fol
lowed by a  word of the main clause, but syntactically it belongs to the verb 
of the subordinate clause beszéljük. In the tree in Figure 2 meg is drawn as a 
dependent of beszéljük. The linear structure of the words in this sentence cannot 
be reconstructed from Figure 2. In the tree only the syntactic structure is given. 
In phrase structure grammar linear and syntactic structure are combined in one 
tree leading to crossing edges in the phrase structure tree for this sentence. Trees 
with crossing edges cannot be constructed with context-free grammars.

3 A Parser for D ependency Grammar

Our parser [16] is based on three concepts. The parsing algorithm itself is simi
lar to the well-known Cocke-Kasami-Younger algorithm for context-free phrase 
structure grammars [9]. The first dependency parser based on this idea was pre
sented in [12]. Words are described by feature structures [9] enriched by a  few 
symbols necessary for dependency grammars. Feature structures are combined 
with the help of graph unification. Our handling of discontinuous constituents 
and word order restrictions differs from [12].

3.1 Word Order
In Tesnière’s original approach, word order was unimportant for syntactic de
scription. Any order was allowed. This is not useful for parsers, too many wrong
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sentences would be accepted. The order between head and dependent must be 
considered as well as the order between the different dependents of one head. 
Also the number of elements following or preceding a  word can be important. 
E.g. in German the verb in a  declarative sentence must fill the second position. 
In our approach each word has a  position list where positions of the word itself 
and other words are described. This includes as a  minimum a position for the 
word itself. Then each dependent of a word can have a  fixed position in this 
position list. Rree positions within the position list are also possible, a  free po
sition can take every dependent tha t is not marked as fixed. The position list 
makes parsing easier: When a  fixed position is following according to this list, 
the parser has to check for just one element. If the next element is free, only free 
elements have to be checked.

3.2 Discontinuous Constituents

Linguistically, a discontinuous dependency can be regarded as a ternary relation, 
i.e. a  relation between a dependent, its syntactic head and its positional head or 
linear head [1]. The syntactic head is the word containing a slot for the discon
tinuous dependent, constituent. But because the syntactic head’s constituent 
is discontinuous, the dependent is positioned in the position üst of the linear 
head. In the example sentence, the syntactic head for meg is beszéljük and its 
linear head is kell. The dependent fills a slot of its syntactic head, but occupies 
a position of the linear head’s position list. Because of this, the processing of 
discontinuous dependencies starts with the linear head. When the parser finds 
the syntactic head, it attaches its unfilled slots to  the linear head; when it finds 
the dependent, it allows the dependent to occupy a position in the linear head’s 
position list while not yet filling a  slot. At the end of the parsing of the lin
ear head’s position list, the open slots are filled by these dependents. A similar 
approach to parsing dependency structures can be found in [19].

3.3 Other Approaches

Over the years several other parsers for dependency grammar have been pro
posed. In [1] linear order and syntactic order are strictly separated, something 
we tried to avoid in our approach, because it makes grammar writing less intu
itive and parsing less efficient. Eraser’s parser [5] is based on backtracking and 
uses-a parsing stack. Covington’s approach [2] is cited very often. He invented a 
simple backtracking algorithm for free word order. But his approach is not well 
suited for semi-free word order phenomena. Finally there are several dependency 
parsers based on constraint resolution, a  completely different approach [3].

4 Parsing Hungarian

In this section two Hungarian sentences are analyzed. W ith these examples our 
grammar description language is described.
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Word "Angéla" <"Name"> [ 

lexeme: Angéla; 
gender: fém; 
case: nom;]

Word "olvas" <"VerbPres"> [ 
lexeme : olvas ; 
mood: declarative; 
number: sing; 
person: 3;]

Template "Name" [ 
category: noun; 
special: propername; 
number: sing; 
person: 3;]
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Template "VerbPres" [ 
category: verb; 
form: finite; 
tense : present; 
sentence: declarative; 
subj: oslot [

category: noun; 
cont: +; 
case: nom;

]
7.1
7.2
7.3

];
order: (7.1 7.2 i 7.3);

= slot [cont:
= mslot [cont:
= mslot [cont:

F ig . 3. Simple grammar with templates for Angéla olvas.

4.1 Grammar Description Language and Free Word Order

The grammar description language is important, as it must be easy to learn and 
to  handle for the linguist writing grammars for the parser. We will introduce it 
with the help of the easy example Angéla olvas. In Figure 3, the corresponding 
grammar is given. Please note tha t due to space our example grammars are not 
complete.

To shorten the grammar, templates as introduced by [6] are possible. Tem
plates encode parts of the feature structures that are used very often. Within 
the entries for words template names are used instead of complete feature struc
tures. As a  first step, the lexicon is transformed before parsing. Template names 
are removed, the feature structure parts these names described are unified with 
the rest of the feature structure.

Feature structures are started by “[” and ended with “]” , features and values 
are separated by and feature-value-pairs are separated by . In Figure 3 two 
word entries and two templates are given. The lexical entry for Angéla contains 
a template named Name, which is also given. Feature structures for Name and 
Angéla are unified leading to an entry where agreement features as number, 
gender, case (not all possible cases are given) and person  are described. Also 
the lexeme and category  are shown. The verb olvas is also composed with the 
template for verbs in present tense. This template is more interesting. It contains 
an optional slot for a subject indicating that in Hungarian, the subject can be 
left out. At the end the special feature o rder indicates possible positions. As this 
position list is used for every word in present tense, it is more complicated than 
necessary for our small example. The symbol i  stands for the position of the word 
itself, in this case the current verb. Before this verb a t least one element must be 
placed. %1 must be a slot, this slot must be filled. %2 is marked m slot (multiple
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Word "kell" [

category: verb; 
lexeme: kell; 
subj: slot [

category: subjunction; 
lexeme: hogy; 
cont: +;]; 

order: (*/.1 i */.2);]
7.1 = mslot;
7.2 - mslot [cont : + ; ] ;

Word "beszéljük" [ 
category: verb; 
lexeme: megbeszélni; 
subj: oslot [category: noun;]; 
obj: slot [category: noun;]; 
verbpart: slot [

category: verbpart; 
lexeme: meg;]; 

order: (7.1 i 7.2);
]
XI = mslot [cont: +;];
7.2 = mslot [cont : + ; ] ;

Word "meg" [
c a te g o ry : v e rb p a r t ;  
lexem e: meg;]

Word "p rob lém ákat" [ 
c a te g o ry : noun; 
lexeme : p rob lém a; 
sp ec : XI o s lo t  [

c a te g o ry : d e te rm in e r; 
c o n t : + ; ] ;  

o rd e r : (7.1 i ) ; ]

Word "a" [
c a te g o ry : d e te rm in e r ; 
lexem e: a ; ]

Word "hogy" [
c a te g o ry : su b ju n c tio n ; 
lexem e: hogy; 
p rop : 7.1 s l o t  [

c a te g o ry : v e rb ; 
c o n t: + ;] 

o rd e r : ( i  7.1);]

Fig. 4. Simple grammar for Meg kell, hogy beszéljük a problémákat.

slot). A multiple slot can be filled with an arbitrary number of elements but can 
also be empty. An arbitrary number of elements can also follow after the verb. 
It can also be described that the subject must go in the first position; in this 
case %1 has to be added to the subject slot. Please note that this is a lexicalised 
grammar, i.e. all information is stored in the lexicon, no extra grammar rules 
are needed.

4.2 An Example W ith a Discontinuity

Our treatment of free word order has already been introduced in the previous 
section. Now a more complicated example taken from [11] is used to  show how 
discontinuities are handled. The dependency tree has already been shown in 
Figure 2. Discontinuity is quite common in Hungarian especially in the tenses 
and the verbal prefixes, e.g. Szilvia el akar menni, Angéla akar elmenni. In Figure 
4 a  short and not complete grammar for the sentence Meg kell, hogy beszéljük 
a problémákat is given. Templates are left out for simplicity. In the grammar, 
continuity and discontinuity axe marked using special features. A feature cont is 
used to specify whether a  dependency may be realized only continuously (”+”), 
only discontinuously or both (not specified); a  second feature con t-const 
is used to specify whether dependents may be extracted from the constituent
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headed by a certain word3. Both features can be applied to lexical entries of 
words, to slots, or to  positions in a position list. Specification of dependents, 
slots or positions as continuous will stop this process from taking place.

To parse the sentence for exatiiple 4, the parser first encounters the words 
meg and kell. Meg contains neither slots nor a  position list and therefore cannot 
act as a head. The verb kell, on the other hand, has no slot for a  v e rb p a rt 
dependent, but it has an m slot position to its left which may also be filled by 
a  discontinuous dependent of one of its dependents. Therefore, a  new analysis is 
generated where meg fills this position on the assumption tha t its syntactic head 
will turn out to be a  word depending directly or indirectly on its positional head 
kell. The third word hogy is read but not yet linked to its head kell, since it has 
itself an obligatory continuous slot that must be filled first. The same applies 
to the next word beszéljük. Only after both a and problémákat have been read 
is the first slot filled: the specifier (spec) slot in problémákat can be filled by a. 
After that problémákat has no open slot or position left and can itself fill the 
object (obj) slot and part of the %2 position of the subordinate clause’s verb. 
Now the verb has two slots left. The subject slot is optional, and the slot for the 
verbal prefix may be discontinuous. Therefore, the verb can be bound to its head 
hogy. After tha t hogy can be linked to  its head. The v e rb p a rt slot is passed first 
to hogy and then to kell. Now, finally, the word meg that has been bound only 
positionally is assigned to  its slot, namely to the discontinuous v e rb p a rt slot.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

It is most important to add a  Hungarian morphology to the parser. Up to now, 
the parser works with a  full form lexicon for Hungarian. This might be a  solution 
for other languages, but it does definitely not work for Hungarian due to  the high 
number of possible word endings.

Word order phenomena and discontinuity in Hungarian were modeled for 
a  dependency parser. It turned out that, as for the other languages tested, it 
was possible and easy to  write down. Nevertheless there is still a  lot of work 
to do. Up to now only special problems of Hungarian have been modeled as a 
proof of concept for the parser. Next a  full-flexed Hungarian grammar should be 
developed.
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